**McKeldin Library Scavenger Hunt**

Get to know McKeldin Library! All of the answers to this scavenger hunt can be found online using the UMD Libraries' website at http://lib.umd.edu!

1. This is the name of the McKeldin Library to grab a coffee and a snack to help you study!
   
   Footnotes Cafe

2. McKeldin Library has more than just books! You can check out materials such as laptops, phone chargers, and yoga mats at this location.
   
   TLC Tech Desk

3. Textbooks can be expensive, which is why UMD Libraries has a service for students to borrow textbooks for popular courses. What is this service called?
   
   Top Textbooks

4. UMD has many different librarians, called Subject Specialists, for the different majors. List the name of the Subject Specialist for your major or the major you're interested in.
   
   https://lib.guides.umd.edu/prf.php

5. The Library has it all, including helpful writing tutors. Which floor of McKeldin Library is the Undergraduate Writing Center on?
   
   4th floor

6. WorldCat is the name of the Library Catalog, where you can search for books and other materials. List two other types of materials you can find in WorldCat.
   
   Journals, videos, articles, dissertations, etc.

7. While public and school libraries use the Dewey Decimal Classification System to organize their books, McKeldin uses a different classification system. What is it called?
   
   Library of Congress Classification System

8. McKeldin Library has 7 floors! Which floors are considered the Quiet Zone?
   
   Floors 4-7

9. McKeldin has group study rooms available on the 2nd floor. How many people are needed for a study room reservation?
   
   3-8 people

10. Librarians at UMD have created research guides to help students research various topics, which include library resources and materials that are helpful for specific subjects and courses. List 2 research guides for Agriculture.

    https://lib.guides.umd.edu/AgricultureGuides

11. UMD students are able to request items from other libraries in addition to UMD. What is this service called?

    Inter Library Loan (ILL)

12. UMD has many other libraries other than McKeldin. List one other campus library.

    https://www.lib.umd.edu/visit/libraries

13. Library Databases are where you can go to find academic journal articles that cover specific subjects. Using the database finder, list 1 database for Animal and Avian Sciences.

    https://lib.guides.umd.edu/az.php?s=66268&p=1

14. What are McKeldin's Late Night Study Hours?

    11 PM-8 AM

15. How much does it cost to print a 1-sided black and white sheet in the Library?

    10 cents

---
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